
Optimizing the Care Team 

Reduce Demand For Physician Visits By Optimizing Team Roles 
Non-physician providers can reduce the demand for physician visits by doing tasks or 
procedures that do not require a physician’s level of expertise or training. 
 
For example: 
 

Audiology – Technicians perform initial screenings 
Cardiology – Technicians or nurses conduct and monitor stress tests 
Ophthalmology/Optometry – Technicians do eye screening; return visits 
for ophthalmology go to optometry rather than to ophthalmology 
Orthopedics – staff do pre-op workups and post-op rehab evaluations 
Urology – staff do pre- and post-op workups 

 
The specific number of physicians, nurses, assistants, technicians, clerks, etc. will vary 
from clinic to clinic and determines how the work is shared. In particular the staff mix 
determines the extent and type of work that can be driven away from the physician to 
really maximize the capacity of the clinic. Alternatively, maximizing the use of Primary 
care resources as well, such as INR clinics, COPD clinics, etc., could help reduce 
demand. 
 
While clinics might be tempted to sets an arbitrary care team mix and then fit the 
demand to that supply, the care team composition should really be determined by 
how each clinic decides to balance its supply and demand. This approach begins with 
demand and adjusts supply to meet the demand (within the limits of clinic resources).  
 
Ensure All Roles Are Maximized To Meet Patient Needs 
In dividing clinic responsibilities all staff members should work to the highest level of 
their expertise and ability. Why employ a skilled worker and then not allow them to 
work at that level? This concept applies to mid-level providers, nurses, and other staff 
members as well as to physicians. 
 
Use Standard Protocols To Optimize The Use of Other Providers 
One way to optimize staff abilities is to establish standard protocols for regularly 
reoccurring conditions and processes eg. a standard process for flu and pneumococcal 
vaccinations can allow administration by a nurse or other appropriate provider 
according to established guidelines, thus creating greater capacity for patients. 
 
Separate Responsibilities For Phone Triage, Patient Flow & Paper Flow 
Often individual nurses and other staff members are made responsible for multiple 
processes, including triaging patient requests for care, the flow of patients through the 
office, and providing the medical record or other paper work needed for the patient 
visit.  
 
Clinic systems might be improved when the work for each of these tasks is clearly 
assigned to particular individuals. This way there is less opportunity for delays to build 
up within each separate process. 

The clinic first 
has to 

understand the 
types of 

services it 
provides, and 
then decide 

which types of 
providers to 

deploy and how 
the work should 

be divided.  

ACA—Redesign the System to Increase Supply 


